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The History of the World wasn't what Valerie was taught. The daughter of a vampire and sister of a

devil walking, Valerie finds out she has something neither her brother nor her father possess:She

has Honor.Now, she needs to flee a brother who leaves her for dead. Because, if there is one thing

Valerie understands?It's that Justice Doesn't Turn the Other Cheek. 150 years after a near

apocalypse, the world is rebuilding. Survival has become the only rule, and justice is in short supply.

Now, Justice has come calling. Justice Is Calling is part of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe.
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I'm a big fan of the Kurtherian Gambit series, read them all, and I love the fact it's branching out.

This story was true to the spirit of the original and great as a standalone story.We get a new heroine

and a new story arc. Valerie is a vampire made that discovers her origins might not be as noble as

she thought. Now she's out to set things right and see justice done. And if she gets to put a little

crimp in her brother's plans that's even better. Unfortunately the world has gone down hard,

elements of civilization remain but it's a dark future. A future where even a vampire might not be the



worst thing out there.

Another great story from the tree of the Kurtherian Gambit.When an adventure starts in a mud

puddle, in pain, left for dead, where do you go next?Up. You go up. Otherwise the story is a bit

short.Justice Is Calling really goes up! The action is creative. Fights are frequent. The lead

characters work. The full variety of humans and mostly-humans comes into play. The threat of

imminent invasion adds a relentless tension to story. It's another book I found hard to put down.It

dovetails neatly withÂ The Dark Messiah (The Second Dark Ages Book 1). You can start reading

with either book, even if the Kurtherian Gambit universe is unfamiliar. If you are already a fan, here's

another starting point.Loved it. Glad I read it. Can't wait to read the next book.

Outstanding addition to the Kurtherian Gambit World. While Bethany Anne takes the war to the

Kurtherian's so those on earth would be able to continue without other worlds interfering, those left

behind have managed to tear civilization back to the dark ages. Justin Sloan was able to create a

story that not only embraced the world created by co-author Micheal Anderle but provided the first

glimpse of The Dark Messiah. After years of civilization being ruled by violence from both the known

world and the unknown, a rumor of hope is spreading. While this can be read as a stand alone

novel, it offers more entertainment aif read after the original series by Micheal Anderle starting with

Death Becomes Her. Justice Is Calling is an outstanding read and complements the original by

expanding the world with new characters that have creatively been built individually and developed

into a team that I look forward to reading more about. So far this is my favorite of the many satellite

series that are growing within the Kurtherian Gambit universe although all are worth reading. Have

Just downloaded the next book in this series and can't wait to get started reading it.

A Sci-Fi SteamPunk Dystopian Urban Fantasy You Say?Yes that is exactly what you get with this

wonderful work!Everything from nanotechnology to airships to wastelands to vampires is in this

book.Oh, and pirates to quote the Princess Bride Ã¢Â€Âœkilled by pirates is good.Ã¢Â€Â• Did I

mention bar fights with werewolves, prison breaks and destroying corrupt police forces to liberate a

city while defending that city from a vampire army? The are Hamlet esque betrayals, drama, and

assassination attempts. Those are the simple surface parts though the bigger story is about an

overprotected ruler believing she was superior to others learning what leading justly with honor is in

the real word. Now give all of that not to a simple narrator, or an actress, but a storyteller like Kate

Rudd and you have something marvelous. Reading the book before hand left me with expectations



that were exceeding in surprising wondrous ways. Small touches like the accent given to the main

heroine, distinct perfect voices for every character, sound effects apparently done by this

exceptional performer not only added to the suspension of disbelief they brought the book to life!

After my experience with this title I cannot wait for the next audiobook in the series! I received a

copy of this audiobook in exchange for a fair and honest review.

Around 150 years after the world finally imploded, warlords and corporations rule and fight over

territory. In comes the daughter of one of the most powerful of the warlords. After witnessing the

methods used by her family to take over territory, She rushes to her brothers next target Manhattan.

Someone must fight for Justice even if it's against family.

These wonderful authors who write these fantastic books "you go guys". I want more of these

stories by great writers that entertain us with great Characters and writing. Michael thank you for

letting these guys write in your universe I love it so many authors is wonderful I almost never run out

of something read. Lol

I got hooked on the Kurtherian Gambit books and was quite sad when I reached the last books end.

Then I saw this series. Not being a great fan of an entire series based on new characters even in a

beloved universe I was sceptical. So I waited a few weeks caught up on some other books, then

read this. Magic is real. The characters and writing style are different in a new and wonderful way.

I'm sure this is far to many words to convey that if you like Bethany Anne then you'll love this new

addition to the mythos. Can't wait for The Dark Messiah. Great work guys.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book just like all the others in the Kurtherian Gambit universe. This is an

excellent start to a series describing what's happening back on earth while Bethany Anne conquers

the universe and beats them into peace. Valerie might not be Bethany Anne but she at least has

some of her spirit. I look forward to the next in the series to see how Justice handles America.All in

all a great read, entertaining and lives up to the series expectations quite nicely. If you haven't read

the Kurtherian Gambit series, this one won't make much sense so I highly recommend you start

there. It will be well worth it. By the time you're done you can join the rest of us with pitch forks and

torches (and bowser) trying to get the authors to work faster.
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